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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL TO CLASSICAL FOOD
Food production has existed since log time ago. By the 
heritage and relic of culinary antiquity from the old age, 
archaeologist found that culinary existed in a traditional way 
of cooking and preparing food since old-age civilization. 

The civilization then developed the way of preparing food at 
the time of ancient Greeks and Egyptians.

There are several legacies that explain the time of human 
development since hunters-gatherer in which food 
preparation is very simple. The activity then developed to 
farming and agriculture era, where people no longer hunt 
for food. Instead they cultivate land & raise cattle.

Food & Social Evolution

In time of Roman Empire, the food preparation evolved in terms of preparing food for 
kings and the nobles aristocracy. This is the age where large amount of food were 
prepared for parties and royalty events. 



THE MIDDLE AGE ERA 1300.
In England, a poet writer named Geoffrey Chaucer known for his writings about inns and 
places to eat for wanderer and pilgrimage. This era considered to be the era that 
stimulates creativity in cooking from around the continent. As impact, it influenced the 
vast majority of society having interest in culinary. Thus, they produce a great variety of 
culinary dishes to be enjoyed.

EUROPEAN RENNAISANCE 1400.
A sailor and a merchant named Marco Polo begin a quest to expand his trading activity 
through several areas of Europe. The activity of intercontinental trading then influence the 
food trading and recipe exchange between trader. 

1491-1547. 
In England, food and beverage service known as elaborate dining was found. It was King 
Henry the VIII who innovated the concept, and at that time he was known for his great 
appetite of food.  

Food & Social Evolution





COLONIAL PERIOD 1700-1800.
In America, President Thomas Jefferson once remembered the food that he enjoyed when 
working as Ambassador in France. He then appointed a Chef from France to manage and 
organize a culinary operation for the White House of America.

Around 1818 in New York, several hotels began to establish in quite a vast development. 
Then around 1846 the development reached to 100 hotels established and available.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 1760-1800.
Around England there were several changes affected by the industrial revolution. The 
change of pattern such as: life pattern, work pattern and eating habit. Through a mass 
production, food ingredients that only being used by the richman, can be easily found in 
houses of every people.

Food that was quite hard to get and expensive, in the era of industrial revolution became 
easy to find and affordable. This era also triggered a vast development of food products in 
large scale.

Food & Social Evolution



THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN FOOD PRODUCTION
Food production development began to evolved in the age of French Revolution 
around 1793. The modern food service recognized as a commercial activity.
Before that time, the best Chefs in France were only working for the royal family 
and the nobles.

At the beginning of French Revolution which was the end of monarchy, the best 
Chefs at that time started their own business by opening their own foodservice or 
being a chef for the foodservice owner around Paris. 

The term restaurant (from the French word restaurer, to restore). Meaning "a food 
which restores." And referred specifically to a rich, highly flavored soup to restore 
energy after work. The modern sense of the word was known in 1765 when a Paris 
Chef named Boulanger opened his establishment.

In the era of culinary development, modern food production is categorized by two 
i.e.: The era of Culinary with Careme and The era of Culinary with Escoffier, those 
era is commonly used as the reference of culinary.

Food & Social Evolution







Considered to be the best Chef at his time, Careme devoted himself in 
culinary career for more than 30 years. He created the concept of 
kitchen system and classical French menu.

The perseverance to study and explore new things in culinary put him 
in a creative way, he then innovate a kitchen organization system, 
food cost calculation, culinary technique, recipes and menu 
selections. 

Careme rewarded a head chef to be the chief of culinary operation, a 
quite important impression for other staffs to respect the chef as the 
most important part of kitchen management.

Some of Careme’s legacy are used as culinary reference, e.g. classical 
fine dining and formal dining menu, culinary presentation, 
professional wedding cake decoration.

Marie Antoine Careme (1784-1833)



There were many modification and innovation performed 
by Escoffier, such as: 
• Classical Menu Modification towards Modern Menu 
• Simplified Food Cost Calculation

In the Era of Escoffier, the development of culinary and 
food service became more dynamic. 
The creativity of chefs and cooks are more diverse, all of 
these were influenced by the concept creation of Careme 
and Escoffier.

George Auguste Escoffier (1847-1935)





Nowadays, classical food and traditional food are still 
existing. In a way of preserving cultural values, some 
people still use traditional cooking equipment, style, 
even serving meals in a traditional way. 
Certainly it is a signature of taste and sensation that 
takes part in the eating experience.

Some traditional food can still be found in the street
as streetfood.

Traditional Cuisine & Classic



Several factors that drive the modern food production 
development are :
• kitchen equipment development.
• food ingredients development.
• the emphasize of hygiene sanitation and good quality food. 
• the emphasize of health and nutrition.
• modern culinary development.
• lifestyle.

Food Development Basic



Technology development of kitchen tools and equipment 
are also driving the food production development to be 
modern as it is. 

Several technology development that has an impact are:
• Around 1803 the invention of ice refrigerator
• Around 1825 the invention of gas stove
• Around 1860 the invention of dishwashing machine

Food Development Basic





Meanwhile, at almost similar moment 
the development of restaurant establishment 
in Europe and America has an impact on 
culinary businesses. 

There are some notes about culinary 
development on those two continents.

Europe & America



• 1800-1833 : Careme the very well-known chef for “La Grande Cuisine”
• 1810 : A Chef named Nicolas Appert found an innovation of canned food. 

Triggered by demand for a food with long durability in the era of Napoleon, the 
food was used for the army of war consumption. Apart from curing, drying, and 
smoking food. Chef Nicolas Appert received an award and a patent rights for his 
innovation.

• 1825 : A worldwide gourmet expert, Brillat-Savarin published “La Physiologie 
Du Gout.”

• 1825-1858 : Alexis Soyer received culinary fame for his writings, Gastronomic
Regeneration. He introduce steam cooking in Reform Club, around 1840s. A 
Chef who is written down the name in Britain’s Dictionary of National 
Biography.

• 1880-1900 : Cesar Ritz appeals the elite and nobles aristocracy from their castle
and mansion to a hotel for an entertainment. Ritz established the Claridge, the 
Carlton, and the Savoy.

• 1880-1935 : Auguste Escoffier, a well-known chef as “chef for the kings and the 
king of chefs.” In Collaboration with Ritz, published Le Guide Culinaire (1907), 
the book that considered to be the New Testament of Cookery.

Europe & Culinary Innovation



• 1670 : The first coffee house established in Boston, serving coffee and chocolate.
• 1794 : French refugees established restorateur in Boston. Serving truffles, cheese 

fondue, and soup.
• 1829 : The first American Fine Dining established, Delmonico’s in New York City.

Serving luncheon with cashier. Considered to be the first of more than a dozen 
eating establishments that brought the name “Delmonico’s” to pre-eminence in 
the service of fine food.

• 1881 : Louis Sherry established a restaurant with a concept development from The 
Art of Catering Business.

• 1890 : The John R. Thompson Company established new system in culinary 
operation (first extensive commissary system) in Chicago.

• 1937 : Krispy Kreme established by Vernon Rudolph
• 1939 : Country Kitchen 1st establishment in US
• 1940 : Dairy Queen 1st establishment in US
• 1944 : Baskin Robbins 1st establishment in US
• 1948 : McDonald’s established Maurice & Dick McDonald
• 1950 : Dunkin Donuts 1st establishment in US

America & Culinary Innovation



• 1952 : KFC established by Colonel Sanders after several attempts of being 
an entrepreneur, he finally succeed with culinary business of fried chicken 
(Kentucky Fried Chicken)

• 1958 : Sizzler 1st establishment in US
• 1958 : Pizza Hut 1st establishment in US
• 1965 : TGI Fridays 1st establishment in US
• 1969 : Wendy’s 1st establishment in US
• 1971 : Starbucks 1st establishment in US
• 1971 : Hard Rock Cafe established by an American in London, Isaac Tigrett 

and Peter Morton. Around 1979, the cafe displays rock & roll 
memorabilia. The tradition then widespread to other Hard Rock Cafes all 
around the world. In 1995, Hard Rock expand the network with hotel 
establishment. The first Hard Rock Hotel established in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

• 1972 : Popeyes Chicken & Seafood 1st establishment in US
• 1972 : The CheeseCake Factory 1st establishment in US

America & Culinary Innovation



• 1979 : Restaurant KFC (franchise) first outlet establishment in Indonesia by Gelael Group, in Melawai
Jakarta.

• 1982 : Es Teler 77 established in Jakarta by Sukyatno Nugroho based on his mother in law recipes, 
Murniati Widjaja.

• 1985 : Hoka Hoka Bento first establishment by PT. Eka Bogainti.
• 1991 : McDonald’s agreed to provide franchise rights for Bambang Rachmadi who left his position as 

President Director of Panin Bank. After several approaches for 1,5 year and followed several trainings in 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, and America, with his own expenses.

• 1992 : Hard Rock Cafe Indonesia established by Adiguna with Soetikno and Onky Soemarno in Sarinah
Thamrin, Jakarta.

• 1999 : Mister Baso established with tagline “Ahlinya Baso.”
• 2001 : Bandar Djakarta established as seafood restaurant with seating capacity of 200seats, then in 2004 

developed to 400seats and keep growing.
• 2003 : Kebab Turki Baba Rafi established using a simple small booth stall (gerobak), then in 2005 

expanding with franchise development concept.
• 2006 : Pecel Lele Lela established, then in 2009 opening partnership opportunity for franchise system.
• 2011 : Suntiang first establishment, restaurant that provides the taste of Minang Padang and Japanese. 

Suntiang serves Padang menu & Japanese menu, also a mixture of Japanese & Padang cuisine.
• Millennium Era : Several Chefs from Indonesia who perform culinary business outside Indonesia. 
Chef Widjiono Purnomo (Yono) with his wife Donna J. Purnomo and son Dominick H V Purnomo operates fine 
dining restaurant in New York, USA. (www.Yonos.com)
Chef Edi Mulyanto and Chef Almunir operates restaurant in Florida, USA. Serving combination of taste Asian, 
Thailand, Indonesia, and Malay. (www.DapurKitchen.com)

Indonesia & Culinary Development







• 1963 : Julia Child hosted a France cooking show on US TV station. “The French Chef,” as name of program 
receive a good response in the heart of many audience. Moreover with her previous well-known book 
title “Mastering the Art of French Cooking.”

• 1987 : Bocuse d’Or is an international culinary Olympiad that perform culinary competition between 
countries.

• 1990 : MasterChef shown in UK TV station, then in 2005 the program developed by BBC. Afterwards 
MasterChef with its signature logo expand franchise program produced in USA, Australia, Indonesia and 
other countries. 

• 2003 : Indonesian professional culinary competition shown in Indosiar TV station, adapting the 
international program “Iron Chef.”

• 2005 : Asian Food Channel established, as one of Singapore’s TV station that shows culinary program and 
cooking show for Asian audience.

• 2005 : Wisata Kuliner launched by Trans TV, hosted by Bondan Winarno. The program was quite success 
with its jargon “pokoke maknyus” ala Mr. Bondan as one of culinary expert in Indonesia.

• 2005 : Kecap Bango financed a culinary television program named “Bango Cita Nusantara.”
• 2008 : Indonesian culinary expert who own several restaurants, William Wongso hosted culinary show in 

Metro TV named “Cooking Adventure With William Wongso.”
• 2011 : A well-known cooking competition program MasterChef, launched in Indonesia. An international 

program franchise by Shine Group and Freemantle Media shown in RCTI.
• 2013-2015 : Several culinary movies premiered at these years, i.e. Madre (2013); Tabula Rasa (2014); 

Filosopi Kopi (2015). Those movies are quite a rendition of Indonesian culinary perspective, capturing 
moments and motivation towards being involved in culinary. 

Culinary & Media Expose
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The purpose of organization structure is to categorize the 
job for each cook and their responsibilities.

Several factors affecting the creation of organization 
structure of modern kitchen are:
• Types of Menu
• Types of Business
• Types of FoodService Work
• Types of Equipment

Kitchen Organization



The shape and structure of organization in kitchen can be different, 
based on management policy of each establishment.

Escoffier contribution that significantly plays an important role is 
organizing kitchen by station/section. Each station divided by types of 
food preparation. 

This system is known as kitchen brigade which signify:
• Efficient work inside kitchen
• No overlap on every job
• Work clean as you go
• Every post has “division” and clear focus job

Kitchen Operation





Kitchen Organization Chart



Kitchen operation system will lead culinary activity towards a structured organization chart as in large 
size industrial catering, cruise ship or five stars hotel i.e.:

• CHEF DE CUISINE : Chef de cuisine literally means “chief of the kitchen.” The chef supervises all 
the positions in the kitchen. He or she is responsible for the quality of the food and the safety of 
the guests and cooks.

• SOUS CHEF : Sous means “under” in French. The sous chef is the second in command. In the 
absence of the chef, the sous chef assumes the authority and responsibility of the chef.

• CHEF DE GARDE : Chef de garde is the night chef. In a large operation that operates 24 hours, chef 
de garde is in charge of the kitchen after the chef has left for the evening.

• CHEF DE PARTIE : The position in charge of any of the particular workstations in the kitchen. In 
American kitchens, the chef de partie may be called a station chef. The number of cooks working 
in each station varies with the size of the kitchen and scope of the menu.

• SAUCIER : As the name of the position implies, the saucier is responsible for making sauces. The 
saucier also prepares any sautéed or panfried items.

• POISSONIER : Poisson is French for “fish,” therefore the poissonier is the fish cook. This position is 
responsible for the preparation of all fish and shellfish items. In many kitchens, the poissonier is 
not under the direction of the saucier, but is the head of his or her own workstation.

• ABOUYER/EXPEDITOR : As food checker for restaurant service, the primary job is reading the 
servers’ food orders to the cooks. This position then organizes the finished dishes so servers can 
deliver them promptly.

Kitchen Organization Activity 1



• GARDE MANGER : in charge of the cold food station. This position makes salads, dressing, fruit 
plates, and many types of cold appetizers and buffet platters.

• BUTCHER : The butcher cuts and trims meats and poultry for other stations in the kitchen.
• ROTISSEUR: in charged with roasting meats and poultry and preparing pan sauces or gravies to 

accompany them. The rotisseur also carves these roasted items.
• GRILL COOK : All grilled and broiled meats, poultry, and fi sh are cooked by this staff member.
• FRY COOK : Deep-fried items are prepared and cooked by the fry cook. Since grilled items often 

have deep-fried garnishes, some kitchens combine the jobs of grill cook and fry cook.
• ENTREMETIER : The entremetier oversees the preparation and cooking of vegetables, starches, 

egg dishes, and hot appetizers.
• POTAGER : The potager makes all stocks, soups, and mother sauces.
• LÉGUMIER : The légumier prepares and cooks vegetables. In some kitchens, the tasks of the 

potager and légumier are combined and known as the preparation station.
• TOURNANT : The tournant is also called the swing chef or roundsman. This position fills in for 

other staff members on their days off. A versatile and talented individual isrequired to perform a 
different job each day.

• COMMIS : In addition to cooks, a department may also have one or more commis or “assistants.”
• COMMUNARD : In large operations, one person is assigned the task of preparing meals for the 

staff. This position is referred to as the communard.

Kitchen Organization Activity 2



• PASTRY CHEF : The pastry chef is the head of the baking and pastry department. He or she 
oversees the work of specialists in that station.

• PASTRY COOK : Pastry cooks prepare primarily sweets and pastries. These cooks work in the 
bakeshop during the daytime.

• BAKER : The baker makes breads. Duties of a baker may also include breakfast pastries. Bakers 
typically work during the night and early morning hours so breads are fresh for the beginning of 
the workday.

• DECORATOR : Many bakeshops have a specialist who decorates cakes and pastries. The decorator 
also makes chocolate carvings or sugar sculptures for pastry displays. This job requires artistic 
ability.

• GLACIER : The workstation of glacier is to produce ice desserts such as ice cream, granita, sorbet, 
etc.

• ADDITIONAL : For dishwashing, cleaning equipment and kitchen area. The job is organized by 
Steward/Dishwahing Division, monitored by Steward/Dishwash Manager.

• Ideal Cleaning Method : cleaning dirt, pre-washing (hot water wash), washing (wash with 
cleaners), final cleaning (final water wash).

• Cleaning Agents (Chemical) Types : solvent cleaners, detergent, degreasing agent, abrasive.

• Pre-Plating Setup : warm polish & re-polish cutleries.

Kitchen Organization Activity 3





The development of culinary operation makes the job task inside kitchen become 
more variety. In order to comply a wide variety of job task, therefore a solid 
teamwork is very much needed. This brings a direct impact towards organizational 
work inside kitchen.

For certain scenario, kitchen organizational structure is very flexible to be modified 
and customize based on the scale of operational e.g. large scale, medium scale, small 
scale.

A sample of small scale kitchen operation:
• Kitchen Manager / Head Chef
• Kitchen Supervisor
• Kitchen Crew & Trainees (Cooks, Commis, Butchery, Etc.)
• Cleaners (Steward, Dishwasher, Pot Washer, Galley Boy)

Small Kitchen Operation









BASIC CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE IN CULINARY CHALLENGE
• Taste : good, sensational
• Display : attractive & appealing
• Fragrance : aroma stimulates appetite

BASIC OPERATIONAL PERSPECTIVE IN CULINARY CHALLENGE
• Price : competitive price
• Ingredients : recipe ingredients are easy to get
• Production : simple production technique, fast duration of production

Basic Culinary Challenge



Fast Food & Quick Service Meals

Convenience Food Service









THE MILLENNIUM ERA OF GASTRONOMY
• Mobile Food Service : Satellite Kitchen Catering, Food Truck, Food Booth, Etc.
• Fast Food : Quick Service
• Convenience Food 
• Processed Food
• Instant Food
• Healthy Food
• Nutritive Food
• Non-Fat Food
• Vegetarian Food
• Organic Food
• Specialty Cuisine : Special cooking ala Italiano, Mexicano, France, Spanish, 

Japanese, Chinese, Middle-East, Manado, Padang, Javanese, and many more. 
• Fine Dining : Formal Dining Service
• Exquisite Gourmet : An elegant dining experience (usually requires top quality 

products, sophisticated culinary technique, or reconstructing culinary dishes. 
The theme for this can be taste sensation, avant-garde cuisine, culinary 
challenge, dining experience, modernist cuisine or culinary alchemist etc. 
Program service tends to cater special gourmet for VIP only)

Culinary & Gourmet
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Haute Cuisine

Haute cuisine (French: literally "high cooking") or Grande cuisine refers to the cuisine of "high level" 
establishments, gourmet restaurants and luxury hotels in France. Haute cuisine is characterized by 
meticulous preparation and careful presentation of food, at a high price level, accompanied by rare wines.

Haute cuisine was characterized by French cuisine in elaborate preparations and presentations served in 
small and numerous courses that were produced by large and hierarchical staffs at the grand restaurants 
and hotels of Europe.

The 17th century chef and writer La Varenne marked a change from cookery known in the Middle Ages, to 
somewhat lighter dishes, and more modest presentations. In the following century, Antonin Carême, born 
in 1784, also published works on cooking, and although many of his preparations today seem extravagant, 
he simplified and codified an earlier and even more complex cuisine.

Georges Auguste Escoffier is a central figure in the modernisation of haute cuisine as of about 1900, which 
became known as cuisine classique. These were simplifications and refinements of the early work of 
Carême, Jules Gouffé and Urbain François Dubois. It was practised in the grand restaurants and hotels of 
Europe and elsewhere for much of the 20th century. The major developments were to replace service à la 
française (serving all dishes at once) with service à la russe (serving meals in courses) and to develop a 
system of cookery, based on Escoffier's Le Guide Culinaire, which formalized the preparation of sauces and 
dishes. In its time, it was considered the pinnacle of haute cuisine, and was a style distinct from cuisine 
bourgeoise (cuisine for families with cooks), the working-class cuisine of bistros and homes, and cuisines of 
the French provinces.

Haute Cuisine & Nouvelle Cuisine



Nouvelle Cuisine 

The 1960s were marked by the appearance of nouvelle cuisine, as chefs rebelled from 
Escoffier's "orthodoxy" and complexity. Although the term nouvelle cuisine had been used in 
the past, the modern usage can be attributed to authors André Gayot, Henri Gault, and 
Christian Millau, who used nouvelle cuisine to describe the cooking of Paul Bocuse, Alain 
Chapel, Jean and Pierre Troisgros, Michel Guérard, Roger Vergé and Raymond Oliver, many of 
whom were once students of Fernand Point.

In general, nouvelle cuisine puts an emphasis on natural flavours, so the freshest possible 
ingredients are used, preparation is simplified, heavy sauces are less common, as are strong 
marinades for meat, and cooking times are often reduced. While menus were increasingly 
short, dishes used more inventive pairings and relied on inspiration from regional dishes.

Within 20 years, however, chefs began returning to the earlier style of haute cuisine, 
although many of the new techniques remained.

Haute Cuisine & Nouvelle Cuisine
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